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Welcome to new members
These are the new members up to 31st July 2015

On the front cover:
Neville Quick with his yellow Planet seen running at Leatherhead.
For much of the day we thought that one of the wagons in the train was carrying a
passenger in the form of a sleeping black cat! This looked very realistic when the
wagons were standing in the siding in the sunshine but we became suspicious when it
was still there when the train was running. It was of course a stuffed toy!!

Mem Name   Address
 No.

1008    Mr A Weale
   1009    Mr K Woodward
   1010    Mr Worthington
   1011    Mr D Baldwin
   1012    Mr J Lemon
   1013    Mr J Lyle
   1014    Mr G Chedgy
   1015    Mr J Penny
   1016    Mr R Milne
   1017 Mr D Mathews
   1018 Mr T Langley
   1019 Mr C Warner

Should you wish to obtain further details of any member please contact the Secretary

Road ‘n’ Rail
Publication dates:-
Road ‘n’ Rail is usually published four times a year, in Winter, Spring, Summer and
Autumn
Contributions:-
Contributions in the form of articles, photographs and letters are most welcome and
should be sent to the Editor, details on the opposite page. Inclusion or publication of
an article however does not constitute agreement or endorsement of the author’s view
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Editor’s comments
First of all an apology that this issue of Road n Rail is a bit later than usual but
I’ve had an extremely busy summer. It has however enabled me to include
reports of all our season’s visits.
It’s also been a busy time at the factory over the summer with several new
models ‘on the books’. The 7¼” R1 created a lot of interest at our Leatherhead
visit  in August, especially as this was its first steam outing, it certainly steamed
well and has the power and weight to pull a good load of passengers. Extending
the range of 7¼” locos it is nice to see the Class 04 almost completed. This too
is a substantial loco and capable of heavy Club use, particularly the uprated 48v
version with extra batteries in the driving trolley. I wonder how long it will be
before we see a customised version with side skirts as ran on the Wisbech &
Upwell tramway perhaps with some the characteristic bogie coaches with
balconied ends.
Continuing the 7¼” theme we also have the Class 55 Deltic to look forward to
and there is also the 5” Class 25.
Over the next few weeks we will start planning next year’s programme of
events, please let us know of any new ideas.
Please keep the articles rolling in - after all, feed back between Club members
helps us all not only enjoy our hobby but also make an occasional improvement
to add our own personality to a ‘standard’ product.   .
Jeff

Very similar to the Drewry Class 04 is the BR Class 03, seen here at Fawley
Hill. This one has a magnificent American style horn, it’s very loud too!
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A view from the Chair
Once again the running season is in full swing and the nice weather is
helping us all to fill trains.
I was unable to get to Sutton Coldfield this year as I had come back from
holidaying in Derbyshire the day before; I was hoping the visit was going
to be on the Saturday so I could drop in on the way through.
A few members did get to the Norwich rally (see Visit Report on page 9)
I had a ride behind ‘Daphodil’, Daphne’s yellow Planet, and was im-
pressed with its pulling power for such a small engine.
Whilst speaking about the rallies the trip to my club (Leatherhead) is still
going to go ahead, but unfortunately our raised track is out of commission
due to an incident. We can however still use the ground level track.
My Maid of Kent has come to a standstill - I have had to remake the valve
gear and try and set up the timing. Whilst taking off the cylinder valve
chests the studs broke and some the threads were damaged. So I made 32
new studs, when putting it all back together the valve chest tops didn’t fit
so more work drilling and fixing went on. I now have to try it again on
compressed air then I can put it all together again. I bet a lot of you are
thinking we will never see that working, and I must admit I am beginning
to wonder myself.
Last month I took delivery of a reconditioned Myford Super Seven lathe
complete with power cross feed. I am amazed how worn my old lathe was
mind you it was built in 1958 so did do well.
So I look forward to seeing some of you at the AGM at Leatherhead on
the 1st August 2015, and then at Worthing and I hope to get up to the
Derby rally in September.
Trevor
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Boiler testing day at Leatherhead, Saturday 21st March
Moving the boiler testing venue to the Surrey Club track at Leatherhead was
judged a success enabling those with steam locos to have a run on the track and
demonstrate that the water pump was working. As can be seen in the photos
below it was not the warmest of days but, as it was late March.
Our thanks to the Surrey Club members for making this possible.
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Visit to the Fawley Hill Railway Sunday 10th May
This was our second visit to Sir William McAlpine’s private standard gauge
railway and museum on his estate at Fawley Hill near Henley-on-Thames,
organised for us by MOC member Mark Hamlyn who is one of the drivers on
the FHR . We were able to ride behind the resident Hudswell Clarke 0-6-0ST up
the 1:13 gradient towards the station, the steepest adhesion gradient in the UK.
The top of the hill is very close to the station platform and the end of the line so
considerable driving skill is required!
Adrian Link sent me the following report on the visit:
From the moment we arrived to see half a dozen red kites circling above and
wallabies hopping around the day continued to impress. It was lovely to see the
single decker coach’s in the car park. The East Kent one particularly as I
travelled in one similar many times in my youth from Faversham to Seasalter on
fishing trips.
It was as we reached the museum that the visit really came alive as the “ The
Fawley Mountaineer” came storming under the footbridge and into the station
with smoke and steam pouring from the little engine, a glorious site.  The engine
is a credit to the volunteers who look after it as it sounds and appears in
immaculate condition and is an exciting ride to be in the open wagon and travel
on the line to the valley and then after seeing the stations at either end to come
back up the hill with all the thrill of a steam engine working hard.
The site is covered with various artefacts that Sir William has collected from
stone bridge arches to HV power line insulators used as water fountains, not to
mention the various wild life that roams the grounds, and the stuffed rhino!!.
The station building with the false tunnel and brick carvings is wonderful and it
was ideal to sit and have lunch and have time to take in the surroundings with
the sounds of the fairground galloper and of course the engine chuffing up the
bank at various times.
The museum is extensive and for anybody particularly interested in GWR items
it is a treasure chest. One could spend a whole day just looking at the museum
itself. Then there are the three ‘0’ gauge layouts, the main line, with the full
length trains, the “Holiday Haunts” layout and my particular favourite, the
single track layout along the balcony that just goes on for miles.
All in all a Grand day out as Wallace & Grommit would say and my thanks to
everyone involved, especially Mark, for providing an opportunity to visit a very
interesting venue. Hopefully to be repeated sometime,
Adrian.
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Apart from a limited number of public events the Open Days are restricted to
organised groups that have booked beforehand. Each group can nominate one
of its number for a cab ride in the steam loco. On this occasion I was privileged
to be chosen to join Mark on the footplate, I was suitably attired with dust coat,
to spare my clothes any coal dust and oil that inevitably find their way around
even the cleanest of footplates, and of course a grease top cap.
Mark explained the driving technique, including testing the loco brakes before
descending the hill and making sure that there was a good fire and plenty of
water before starting the run up the hill. Fortunately the track was dry on the day
of our visit so we started the first part of the climb with the regulator part open
then, as we reached the steepest part it was full regulator until we reached the
level crossing. Close the regulator and apply the brakes as we entered the station.
The photo below left shows yours truly suitably attired for the cab ride, the
photo below right was taken from the open wagon as we prepared to climb the
hill. At the foot of the page on the left is Secretary/Treasurer Tony with myself,
Daphne and driver Mark who had organised the visit. On the right the ‘Fawley
Mountaineer’ is seen approaching the station.
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Many thanks once again to the Norwich Club for making us so welcome and
giving us such an enjoyable day.

Visit to the Norwich & District SME, Saturday 6th June
This was our seventh visit to the Norwich Club track in Eaton Park - a superb
5” and 7¼” ground level  track of getting on for ½ mile. No threats of rain
showers this year to dampen our enthusiasm so off we went up the A11 - even
the hold ups around Elveden are consigned to history since the final bit of dual
carriageway has been completed.
Our visitors this year were ‘all electric’ with Bill Cushing driving not only his
Ruston but also the visiting F7 A & B. Colin & Margaret French brought along
their RoR Hercules (with Maxitrak based driving trolley) and Daphne & I
brought along ‘Daphodil’ - it is so convenient to pop the loco into the car boot
without all the extra kit needed for a steam loco. The photo bottom right shows
Chairman Trevor at the controls.
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Visit to Sutton Coldfield Sunday 5th July
Our visit to the Sutton Coldfield club track at Little Hay this year was on the first
Sunday in July when we were joined by visitors from the Wolverhampton club,
The threat of heavy showers during the afternoon possibly deterred some from
the visit but, as it turned out, the rain did not arrive until 3pm by which time we
had plenty of opportunity to ride around the excellent track.
I was using the ground level track so, after checking that all was clear around
me I left the station and headed for the tunnel. Emerging from tunnel I had to
look out for the coloured light signal protecting the point with a line from the
loco shed. Then I had to make a decision as to which of the three possible paths
to follow, all block controlled. I could take the outside track leading around edge
the site and back to the tunnel, a second track ran in parallel before rejoining the
outer track, finally the third path led back to the station the entrance to which
gave a choice of platforms.
There were just three Maxitrak locos running this year - David Osbourne with
his 10000/10001 scratch built locos based on Maxitrak running gear, our Planet
‘Daphodil’ and SCMES member Clive Burrows with his Class 66 (see photo
below left). We were able to enjoy many laps of the track until, with shower
clouds approaching, some of us decided to put our locos away before the rain
arrived. Others retreated to the covered steaming bay area and wait for the skies
to clear.
Yet again I was impressed by the lifting table arrangement, as seen in the the
photo below right with David putting his locos back into his car. As can be seen
it is based on a commercially available lifting platform with the normal wheels
replaced by spreader beams for improved stability. These have wheels running
on inverted angle to allow the structure to be aligned with the track or the rails
in the back of the car. The normal lifting hydraulics give the height required.
Once again many thanks to the members of SCMES for making us so welcome.
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Visit to Leatherhead Saturday 1st August
In recent years our visit to Leatherhead, home of the Surrey club, has been our
best attended rally and this year’s event carried on that tradition despite the
raised track being out of commission for improvements. After last year’s visit,
when Andy brought along his 3½” gauge rail conversion of the Aveling tractor,
this year he went to the other end of the scale and brought along the brand new
7¼” gauge version of the SE&CR R1 0-6-0 for its first steam run. It was to be
the star of the show and attracted considerable interest, although the action in
the photo below left caused a smile or two when Andy realised that he needed a
12 volt power supply for the steam raising blower - the problem was quickly
solved when he remembered there was a perfectly good 12 volt battery in his
Planet which he planned to run later for the benefit of the family.

Not quite so many steam locos this year as we have seen in the past so it nice to
see Graham Miles again with his Hunslet ‘Lily’ beautifully turned out, as usual,
see photo above right in company with yet another Planet.

It was also nice to see Secretary/Treasurer Tony there with his 5” Plymouth
(photo above left) with Martin & Cathy Houghton’s Class 20 in the background.
Later on the Class 20, with Cathy at the controls, took charge of a rake of the
new 5” wagons mentioned in the Factory News article. Some purists might
comment that the wagons would never be seen behind a Class 20 - but they
looked very good all the same!
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Visit to the Worthing Club on Sunday 16th August
This is another popular location for a MOC visit, whether because of the
attraction of the nearby seaside, a nice 5” raised track or maybe a goodly number
of Maxitrak owners in the locality. I wasn’t able to get there myself but it seems
the site was a magnet for Planet owners .
As can be seen from the photos below Tony brought along his Plymouth (fresh
from its outing to Leatherhead) and Chairman Trevor took to the controls of yet
another Planet (a red one this time after driving a yellow one at Norwich!)
Many thanks again to the Worthing Club for making this visit so enjoyable.

MOC 2015 AGM
After the success last year of arranging the AGM to coincide with our visit to
Leatherhead, certainly in terms of numbers, this year’s event followed the same
format.
Chairman Trevor summarised events over the past year and thanked Andy, Alex
and Michelle for their support. Wearing both his Secretary’s and Treasurer’s
hats Tony informed us that the Club finances are in good shape and he sees no
reason to change the subscriptions although increasing postage costs for the
magazine is a bit of a concern. Membership numbers are holding steady at
around 200. In my slot for the newsletter I thanked those who had helped me
with articles and renewed my plea for more inputs.
There being no additional nominations to the Committee the present Officers
agreed to carry on for another year.
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Visit to Derby SMEE Saturday 12th September
This was our first visit to the Derby Society of Model and Experimental
Engineers track at Morley. Their ground level track is around 1600ft in 3 loops
which includes a tunnel and flyover bridge. The height difference from the
lowest part of the track to the highest is about 5ft so there are some interesting
gradients to master especially as on the morning of our visit some light rain
showers added to the challenge. Fortunately the showers cleared away before
lunch and the sun came out enabling us to spend the afternoon travelling around
this interesting track.
Although we only had two visiting locos - Graham Miles with his ‘Lily’ and
Daphne and I with our ‘Daphodil’, there was a good turn out of Derby club
members including Mark Adams with his 3” Aveling tractor which was in steam
for most of the day driving a water pump.
The main track is block signalled, controlled by colour light signals, with area
around the station using electrically operated semaphore signals linked points
they are protecting. On the day of our visit control of the points was manually
selected by the driver but it is also possible to control them from the rather nice
signal box which appears in at least one of our photos.
We were very well looked after on our visit with bacon cobs in the morning, pie
& peas for lunch + puddings with cakes, tea/coffees throughout the afternoon.
Thank you very much to the members of DSMEE for making us so welcome to
their delightful track and giving us such an enjoyable day.

In the photo above left Daphne pauses in front of
the classic Midland signal box, whilst above right
Graham Miles had soon mastered the track gradi-
ents and coupled up some carriages to give a few
rides.
Mark Adams’ Aveling & Porter road tractor on the
right driving the water pump added to the event.
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Further Modifications to a ‘Dixie’
In Road ‘n’ Rail 75 I described the major modifications and repairs that had
been done to my Dixie.  Since then Dixie has run very well with no evidence of
leakage within its cylinders.  Some further modifications have since been made
to Dixie which hopefully will be found interesting.

Dixie has quite a small water tank
which has been run dry on several
occasions so a water gauge has been
fitted to the tank.

Dixie has always steamed fairly well but a visiting Maxitrak Ruby at the
Cardiff Model Engineering Society track performed very much better.  Does
the Dixie and Ruby share the same size and design boiler?  They certainly look
as if they do. An enquiry to the owner found out that the Ruby had been a very
poor steamer needing the blower to be kept on most of the time to keep up the
steam when running.  Someone had suggested that fitting a taller blast pipe to
the exhaust might improve the vacuum created in the boiler.  The Ruby’s
owner tried this with apparently dramatic results.  So a similar blast pipe has
been fitted to Dixie.  The improvement in steaming is not perhaps as great as
it was with the Ruby but it is a lot better and Dixie certainly now works as well
as the Ruby did.

Photograph 002.   Original blower and blast pipe arrangement.
Photograph 003.  Suggested alterations to blower and blast pipe.
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There has been a problem of intermittent lubrication on Dixie partly because of
the short travel available to the lubricator, it is driven off the valve rod and partly
because the lubricator itself is worn.  The repairs to take up the wear in the
lubricator had not been very successful so it was replaced with a LBSC type
lubricator.

The photo on the left shows the
new lubricator fitted.  As the
travel on the valve rod is so small
the actuating arm of the lubrica-
tor needed to be very short and
an arm was fitted to the valve rod
to operate it.

As some rectangular stainless steel bar became available a new grate has been
made using 3mm stainless steel studding and nuts.
In the photo above, from right to left. The cast iron grate that came with Dixie
which didn’t let enough air through so was replaced with a built up mild steel
grate, centre.  The left hand grate is the newly made stainless steel one.

Tony Bird
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A Simplicity and a Ruston seen at the Southern Fed AGM
Back in April I attended the Southern Fed AGM being held at the Burlesdon
Brickworks Museum just outside Southampton.The museum has an extensive
display of the machinery used to make bricks together with a 2 foot gauge
railway. On the day of our visit in April a resdent Bagnall loco from the
Hampshire Narrow Gauge Railway Trust was standing outside its shed,
unfortunately not in steam. Next to the museum buildings was a nicely laid out
7¼” system for passenger haulage, upon showing some interest in the Simplicity
standing at the station I was then given a conducted tour of their engined shed
and other locos. Here I found a Ruston 2 and also a 7¼” Bagnall.
The volunteers I met made me most welcome and I commend the site for a visit
for anyone in the area.

Bernie’s Warship proves itself in passenger service
One of my fellow Club members at
Saffron Walden, having bought a
94xx pannier tank loco added to his
fleet with the convenience of a bat-
tery electric loco that would also
run on his garden railway.
Earlier this year Bernie brought
along his recently built ‘Warship’
to see how it would get on with
some serious passenger haulage.
No problems, it is now a regular
performer on public running days.
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Drewry Class 04
A recent check on the factory Facebook pages included some interesting photos
of one of the latest projects - a 7¼” gauge battery electric version of the Drewry
Class 04 shunting loco. It uses two 500w motors working at 24v and chain
driven via a jack shaft to the 6 coupled wheels. An uprated version at 48v giving
2Kw is also available. Such a loco will be capable of some serious passenger
haulage.

A total of 142 Class 04 shunting locos were built between 1952 and 1962 by the
Drewry Car Company based on a prototype built in 1948. Early examples were
made at the Vulcan Foundry with later examples at Robert Stephenson &
Hawthornes. They were powered by an 8 cylinder 230 hp Gardner engine with
a Wilson-Drewry 5 speed epicyclic gearbox and jack shaft drive, the design was
the basis for the similar Class 03, 240 of which were built in the British Rail
workshops at Swindon and Doncaster between 1957 and 1961.
With the decline in freight traffic in the 1960’s the class had a short career in BR
service being withdrawn between 1968 and 1971. Many found a second career
in industry with some 18 locos then surviving into preservation so with some
research there are many alternative liveries possible for those who like their loco
to be ‘different’.
The first 4 of the locos had side skirts and cow catchers fitted for use on the
Wisbech & Upwell Tramway also the Yarmouth Docks Branch with two more
being fitted just with cow catchers to work on the Ipswich Docks tramway.
System. How many stray cows were encountered on the Yarmouth or Ipswich
Docks is not recorded!

Several preserved railways have operational examples including Buckingham-
shire Railway Centre, Battlefield Line, West Somerset Railway and the Heritage
Shunters Trust at Rowsley near Matlock.
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A visit to Switzerland
It has been some time since we were at the Swiss Vapeur Park in Switzerland so
my wife and I decided we would like to go back again this year. This is an
excellent railway in 5" and 7¼" gauge set in idyllic surroundings at the Eastern
end of Lake Geneva. It is on a relatively small plot of land right by the lake but
has a lot of interesting features to see as you go round.
There is a bottom loop with about five tunnels and a miniature version of the
Golden Gate Bridge to go over, then a long climb to the top loop with a series
of other bridges to cross. The site has a number of miniature scale buildings,
houses, shops, church and a castle to add to the appeal - all this is set in the Swiss
and French Alps with their snow covered peaks.
Every time we visit there are always new features added, this time was no
exception with a number of new stations and passing loops. Every corner of the
site has sidings, carriage sheds and loco storage facilities, such that it is difficult
to think what they could possibly add next.
On previous occasions I have taken steam locomotives, but this year we thought
we would go for the easy option with just the Planet diesel and a riding car, these
go easily in the car along with our other luggage. The trip out was un eventful,
if long, about 700 miles in a day. Fortunately Ros shares the driving and is an
old hand at driving on the right, though she does prefer the motorway stretches
rather than driving through the towns.
The following day we were off to the park, being the first of many to sign in for
the rally. Planet was on the track and off we went looking out for all the new
developments on the run, see the photo below.
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The park has been changed quite a lot since the old days, there are a lot fewer
public crossings and a lot more stations and passing loops. This year all the
signalling was switched off, trains run by line of sight and points are all air
operated with a switch the driver can operate by the track. This is an improve-
ment on previous years when the signalling system struggled with trains running
nose to tail.
The track is open as a public attraction and visitors have to fit in with some very
large locomotives pulling fifty or sixty passengers, both steam and diesel. The
rails are heavy duty to match, steel channel on it's side, in previous years this has
been quite worn by the heavy traffic especially through the points. The smaller
five inch locos and riding cars can struggle with this leading to derailments,
however this year they were all in good condition so no major problems. There
was just one set of points where the check rail was bent, it was advisable to jump
off and shove everything over away from the point frog as the train ran through.
This was on the line to the engine shed so did not need doing every circuit.

Another hazard was the driver behind changing the points before the train In
front had cleared, taking the last wheels on the riding car down the wrong track.
This only happened to me once and it was Ros changing the points - as it was
nearly dark she was forgiven, however it did happen to a number of others in
broad daylight!
We did not spend everyday at the park, having bought a three day Swiss travel
pass we felt obliged to get our money's worth out of the railway system. The first
trip was over on the paddle steamer to Montreux and catching the Golden Pass
train to Gruyere. We know about the cheese from Gruyere but the town and
castle are well worth a visit as well, looking like something from a fairy tale by
the brothers Grimm. Just to add to the appeal there was an old car rally in the
town centre (usually closed to traffic).

The only other mishap was
trailing through some of the
points that had been set to
the other direction by the last
train, as the Planet is quite
light and, if the point blades
are a bit sticky, it can push
the engine off before the
blades are set back to the
correct line. Having learned
the lesson I kept a steady
hand on the loco going over
these!
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After a couple of days we met some of the Surrey club members who had come
over from France with some larger steam locomotives. These engines are really
a more suitable size for this track with Roger’s big Hunslet giving a good
account of itself, pulling four loaded riding cars up the grade with ease; Michael
Ball and Phillip Sheppard taking turns at the helm.
All went well until an air leak meant the brake compressor was overheating.
Having bought the train into the station Michael and I had the greatest difficulty
getting the next lot of passengers to refrain from boarding the train, eventually
finding that "non service" said with a French accent did the trick. Eric Penn
continued round apace but with no passengers.
Our second Swiss pass was used to get to Zermatt, travelling to Visp on the main
line train and then changing to the metre gauge Glacier Express line to Zermatt
itself. This is a rack and adhesion line climbing steeply into the mountain, at
Zermatt we had lunch and then boarded the even steeper all rack line up the
Gornergrat past the Matterhorn just peeping out from the clouds. The weather
can make or break these mountain trips - the first time we came on this line it
was very cloudy and we missed the mountain view completely, this time was a
lot better. There was still some snow at the top, Ros would have jumped in it if
she had not been wearing sandals and fortunately I was too far away to be on the
receiving end of a snow ball.

For the technically minded,
the Gornergrat is one of only a
hand full of three phase elec-
tric lines working in the
world, with double overhead
wires and two small panto-
graphs on each pickup. Con-
stant speed three phase motors
make this system only suitable
for rack railways. I tried to
take a photo of this installation
but the Matterhorn kept ap-
pearing in the background.

The following day we had another run at the park, on packing up Ros noticed
something dripping from the front of the car, thinking it was only water I
investigated only to realise it was diesel. A check under the bonnet revealed a
leaking fuel filter top, I tried tightening the bolts and applying Mole grips but to
no avail. Next day the AA breakdown came and checked, they could not fix it
either so off to the garage it went.
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It turns out it needed a complete new filter unit, extending our stay by three days
while it is ordered and fitted, just as well we had the breakdown cover.
The following day we used our last travel pass on a trip to Interlaken, six trains
a paddle steamer and a funicular involved in this trip, plus going through the
new tunnel from Visp to Spiez in a push pull double deck train. The last part of
this run to Interlaken was on a train full of tourists from all parts of the world.
There is a break of gauge at Interlaken with two meter gauge lines going up to
the Eiger and on to Lucerne,  Switzerland is just one big train set!
On the way back I managed to get a photo of the round house at St Maurice,
these are quite a rarity these days and this one is a bit scruffy but looks to be still
in use.
On the last day of the festival there was a party atmosphere at the Swiss Steam
Park with speeches, drinks and nibbles as the locos were cooling down ready to
be packed into the trailer for the return trip. Our guys were hoping they did not
have the trailer tyre problem they experienced on the way over. Unfortunately
the Leatherhead boys were headed for the channel ferry on the day it was closed
by strike action, so I guess they had a bit of an adventure getting back.
I am writing this by the side of Lake Geneva still waiting to see how our
adventure pans out!
We did manage an extra trip yesterday on the steam driven paddler "la Suisse",
a treat in itself. We then got on the rack train from Geneva to Rocher De Nay,
an impressive one hour climb with some of the best weather for views we have
ever had. Amazing how a  rack train seems to appear in every Alpine photo I
take.
Andy

Parish Notices
March 12th  Boiler testing day at Leatherhead
August 6th  Visit to Surrey SME, Leatherhead and MOC AGM
Further visits are being planned for 2016, details will be given in the next issue of
Road n Rail.
When visiting another Club, owners of steam models must take with them a valid
current boiler certificate and ensure they have Public Liability insurance cover as
the insurance of the host club may not cover visiting models. Please let the host
know you are coming, it helps with catering and planning the event.
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Factory news Summer 2015
We are just getting into some good weather as I write this - time to get some
steaming under our belts!
The eagerly awaited 7 ¼” gauge SE&CR R1 tank engines have arrived (see
photos on the web site and Facebook) so this will be a busy time getting checked
over and running. They are to be followed by another batch of the popular
quarry Hunslet Alice locomotives, this will be the third batch of these small 5”
engines providing a good starter engine for the novice as well as those who want
an engine they can handle easily.
The 5” class 25 diesel has had a delay in making the mould, we are now going
for a second attempt at this so fingers crossed it comes out right this time! We
have been making glass fibre bodies for locomotives since 1978 but can still get
caught out occasionally.
We have introduced the new Kent range of 5” gauge four wheel wagon kits,
these are designed around common components and are intended to give garden
railway owners something to haul and shunt. They are based on common narrow
gauge industrial designs though the bolster and flat wagon can be used with
standard gauge as well. They have ball race bearings and rubber block suspen-
sion. Each one is capable of taking up to 80 Kg load, so they can be ridden with
a bit of care! Some body styles are more suited than others for riding but even
the more flimsy body ones can have a box seat sitting on the chassis. Brakes and
footboards are also available on all wagons. The cauldron wagon and cane bin /
peat wagon can have the sides unclipped and stacked for convenience in transit
and storage. Prices are from £195 to £295 each so most small railway operators
should be able to afford a reasonable train.
The range consists of the following wagons with wooden bodies:

Flat wagon £195
Open wagon £245
Box van £275
Guards van £295.

Steel body wagons include:
Cauldron wagon £245
Cane bin / peat wagon £225
Bolster £195
Gunpowder wagon £275.
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We have sold all the Allchin traction engines and have a new batch on the
stocks, the new ones will include a conversion set to make both a crane engine
and a showmans engine version. It will be great to see how these new ones work
out. The crane engine in particular is an interesting one with a worm drive to the
winding gear, a big crane jib mounted off the front axle saddle and a half length
canopy.
We do not have much stock of either the 5” gauge Planet or the 1” scale Fowler
plough engine. A new batch of Planets are on order but it might be some time
before we get any more of the plough engines so if you want one don’t delay!
I am just back from a holiday in Switzerland running my Planet at the Swiss
Vapour Park. We made the acquaintance of another Planet, a Simplicity 2 and
an elderly Coronation. My car managed to spring a diesel leak so the stay was
extended by three days, a terrible imposition staying on the banks of Lake
Geneva with nothing but paddle steamers and mountain railways to travel on!
For those attending the Maxitrak Owners Club Leatherhead rally, the raised
level track is out of use at the moment so be prepared for ground level running.
We hope to see you there!
Andy
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7¼” gauge SE&CR R1 loco

This long lived class of tank engines started life in the 1880s as the South
Eastern R class, designed by James Sterling, some 25 being built. In 1899 Harry
Wainwright took over as Chief Mechanical Engineer of a combined SE&CR
and LC&DR, he set about rebuilding some of the older engines including the R
class tank engines.
The model faithfully reproduces this engine in 7¼”gauge, with all the style and
Victorian elegance of the original. It has a copper TIG welded boiler with both
hand and crosshead pumps. There is a screw regulator mounted in the smoke
box. Steam from the boiler is superheated and then fed into a cast iron cylinder
block mounted between the frames.
There are two cylinders with piston valves operated by Stephenson’s  valve
gear. A displacement lubricator is mounted under the front footplate, other
fittings include whistle, water and pressure gauges, blower, boiler blow down
etc.
Key dimensions:
 Length 1208mm, Width 318mm, Height 503mm
 Weight 118kg (dry)


